Preparing Your Space
GETTING ROOM SCAN-READY FOR THE VIRTUAL ABPMR PART II (ORAL) EXAMINATION

Include:
• Computer (connected to power) with webcam
• Wired headphones or earbuds with microphone
• Government-issued identification
• Drink in a plain container
• 2 sheets of blank paper
• Writing utensil

Remove:
• Notes/study materials/books
• Phones or tablets
• Watch (smartwatch or regular)
• Bills, mail, papers with information of any kind
• Pets and family members
• All other distractions

Wired headphones or earbuds with microphone—bluetooth headphones NOT recommended to avoid battery and connectivity issues

Computer should be connected to power at all times

Computer with webcam (built-in or external)

Government-issued identification; name needs to match ABPMR records

Beverage in a plain container—something like water or coffee is fine

Two (2) pieces of blank paper

One writing utensil

YOUR DESK SHOULD LOOK LIKE THIS: